Hulk
Crystalliser
No other crystalliser
looks like it, or lasts like it
KEEPING NATURAL STONE
NE HEALTHY
HEALTH
Probably the best crystalliser in the world.

Directions for Use

Hulk gives the highest shine and most

After regrinding and polishing the floor area with

durable finish available to date. There is

abrasives, ensure floor is cleaned of any slurry

no need to use expensive steel wool with

and vacuumed away. We recommend the floor

Hulk, just a White, Red or Natural Fibre

should be finished to at least 400 Grade

Floor Pad. Add Hulk to water and work in

(Diamond). For maintenance as follows:

to the floor with any slow speed rotary
floor machine (even scrubber driers), within

Apply 20 grams of Hulk Powder to 1m2

minutes a finish is revealed that is breath

of floor. Use a slow speed floor rotary

taking; and uniquely, Hulk strengthens the

(200rpm max.) with a white, red or natural

floor beneath that wonderful finish, offering

fibre pad. Place at least 1/2 ltr of water

a durability that is second to none.

onto the floor and work product into floor
for 3-5 minutes. The resulting mixture
when working the floor should be a green

Hulk Crystallising Powder –
It’s incredible

watery solution. Do not allow product to
thicken up like a cream. Do not let the
mixture dry out under floor machine.
After 3-5 minutes add a further 1 ltr of
water, work in with rotary machine then
vacuum up immediately. Give final rinse
with clean fresh water.

The active ingredient within Hulk has now
reacted with the calcium structure of the stone
and has left a crystallised finish. This finish
offers a high gloss and hardened surface easing
maintenance, increasing the friction coefficient
and enhancing the floor’s aesthetics

To improve floor without resurfacing simply use
Hulk as a maintenance or repair product as
outlined above.

When using, please refer to separate
COSSH Assessment Information.

